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Pacces!!!He rr ± -Me30HOB Ha 3 He a o6nacn1 HH3K!!X 9Hepruil 

Ha ocHOBe npenno>KeHHbtX asropaMH npH6.TIH>KeHHbiX 4-'!aCn!'H!biX 
+ 

Y:f.BBHeHHll Bbi'!ucrreHbi nnH!!bi 11 <jla3bi pacce<IHKsr rr --MeaoHoB Ha stupe 

He B o6naCTII OTpHUaTeltbHbiX 3HeprHil. nony'!eHHh!e peaynbT8Tbl 

Cp8BHIIB8!0TC>t C COOTB6TCTBY!Oilli!M!! 3KCnepHM6HT81IhHbiM!! !l8HHb!M!! no 

1!3MeOeHH!O C!lB!!rOB II Illlfpi!H rr -M6308TOMOB, 

Pa6oTa BbtriOI!f!eHa B na6opaTOPHII TeopeTH'IeCKOll <jl<!311KH Ovt.Hl1. 

Coo6meHI!e 06beDHHe!IHOrO IIHCTKTyTa smepHbiX KCCI!eLIO!lSHKli. ily6Ha 1978 

Belyaev V.B., Wrzecionko J., Sakvarelidze M.I. E4 · 11505 

calculation of the Low Energy Pion- 3He Scattering 

On the +basis of approximate four-body equations proposed 
earlier, the ,--1ie scattering lengths and phase-shifts at negative 
energies have been calculated. The results of this calculation 
are compared with the corresponding experimental data on the 
energy-shifts in rr-- 1le mesoatoms. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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The physical problems which arise in the desc
ription of the pion-nucleus interaction can naturally 
be divided into two groups. The first one is related 
to the description of the collision processes of 
pions with few nucleon systems (deuterons, 

3
He ). 

Here one has the exact dynamic equations which 
could be solved in principle without any additional 
model assumptions. The second group of problems 
concerns the interaction of pions and heavier nuclei. 
In this case we are forced to use different models, 
such as optical models, Glauber model, fixed scat
terer approximation, and so on. In the last time the 
pion deuteron interaction is widely discussed in 
literature 111. The three-body Faddeev approach to 
this system is now very well developed. Therefore, 
on this basis it is possible to investigate quantita
tively the role of the inelastic channels related to 
the absorption and emission of pions. 

In this article we shall consider a more complica
ted problem of the interaction of pions with the 
3-nucleon system. As is known, in this case there 
also exist the exact four body integral equations/2/, 
which have not yet been applied to the 7T3N sys
tem. It should be mentioned that the exact four-body 
equations have been solved only for the nuclear 
systems with very simple two-body forces. Moreover, 
due to the many dimensional structure of these 
equations the solution can be obtained after a cer
tain sequence of approximations /s/. Therefore in 
our opinion it is better to move in the opposite di-
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rection, namely, to formulate approximate many-body 
equations which can be solved practically exactly. 
An attempt along this line has been undertaken in 
paper I 4/. For the amplitude of elastic scattering of 
pions on the three nucleon nuclei, the one dimen
sional integral equation has been obtained "· The 
essence of the approximation presented in paper /4/ 
is as follows. Let us write the Hamiltonian of 
pion -3N system in the form 

H = h 0 + He + V rrN , ( 1) 

where h 0 is the kinetic energy of the relLltive mo
tion of pions and the center of mass of the 3N sys
tem. H c is the nuclear Hamiltonian. v = f vi 

rrN i= 1 rrN 
is the sum of the elementary pion nucleons potential. 

In expression (1) we replace the nuclear Hamil
tonian by the approximate one 

He =~'"lx><xl. (2) 

where t is the binding energy of the nucleus, and 
I x> is the corresponding eigenstate. The problem 
on the elastic scattering of pions on the three nuc
leon target can be solved, using the approximation 
(2), practically ex~ctl¥· Indeed, for the elastic scat
tering amplitude < k I r lk> one can easily obtain the 
following equation: 

-+_. ...... -+ 

< klrl k '> = < k \r 
0 

I k '> + (3) 

.... 
~ .... 4 .... .... 

+ E I --<k \r
0 

lp>G
0

(p,E) G
0
(p,E-d<p \rl k '>, 

(2rr)
3 

* The similar equation for the wave function 
was obtained in the problem of nuclear reactions/51 
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where the quantity <k I r 0 I k '> is the solution of 
the equation: 

4 -+-+-+ -+ -+-+-+ 
<klr (r r }lk'>=<kiV (r r ) lk '>-

0 12 3 rrN 12 3 

dq .... .... .... .... .... 4 4 .... 

-I -<kiV
17
N(r12r 3)lq>G 0(q,E)<qlr0 (r12 r 3)1k '> 

(2rr) 3 

averaged over the ground state wave function 

(4) 

Xo 
K2 

E =- + t (fl is the pion-nucleus reduced mass) 
2fl .... .... 

is the total energy of the system, and r 12 and r 3 are 
the Jacoby variables of nucleons in nucleus. As is 
known 161, the last equation can be exactly integrated 
for the separable pion-nucleon potential. Its solution .... .... 
< k I r o I k '> possesses the following properties: 
i) at the negative total energy E it is real, ii) at 
the positive energy, it becomes complex, iii) for 
K2 
--»lEI the function < k lr 0 I k '> coincides with the 

2f1 
scattering matrix of pions by the three fixed scatte-

rers. 
To describe the scattering of pions by 3He ' (or 

triton) nucleus, equations (3) and (4) have to be 
solved for the given value of the total isospin of 
the system (in this case T is equal to 1/2 or 3/2). 
The projection of the potential V rrN onto the states 
of the system with the total isospin T has the form 

T 3 T 3 3 
C ~ a1 + C ~ a 

1 i=1 i 3 i=1 

T --> --> 
V (r r ) 

rrN 12 3 
(5) 

T 1 T + V2 1 1 1 T 2 T+V2 1 1 1. 
c 

1 
= 3 [1 + ~-1) 1 Y2 T "hn,c 3 = 3 [ 1-(-1) IY2 T vf1. 

1 1 1 
where I Y2 T Y21 is the 6j symbol. In the momentum 

representation expression (5) can by rewritten in 
the form 
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-> T->-> -> a a->--+ a=12 
<kjV (r

12
r

3
)jk'>=!. A 7]i{k)7J7(k'),. '. (6) 

i,a I = 1,2.3 
-> 

where the form factors TJ ~ (k) 
1 

...... 
a-+ 1 ikz. 

71 . (k) = e t , where 
k 2 + f32 

a 

A1=CT,\1 A2=CT,\3 
1 s' 3 s . 

are defined by 
... 1 ... 1 -> 
z = -r + -r 

1 2 12 3 3 

... 1-+ 1-> 
z2=--r12+-r3t 

2 3 
(7) 

... 2 ... 
z =--r 

3 3 3 

The solution of eq. (4) with the potential (6) can be 
given as follows: 

a a -+ -1 -+ -+ af3- f3 -+ 
A 71 , (k)[A (E,r

12
,r

3
)]ij "T/i (k').(8 ) 

....... ....... ....... -+ 
< k I r ( r r ) I k '> = !. 

0 12 3 ij 
af3 

The matrix elements of the matrix A are given by 
a -+ the integrals of the form factors 1J i (k) and free 

Green functions as usual in the fixed scattering 
model with the separable elementary pion-nucleon 
potentials. The inverse matrix A-1 (E ,r

12
,r

3
) at negative 

.... ... 
r • r energies E as a function of cos()= 12 3 and the 

1? H; I 
12 3 .... .... 

lengths of the vectors lr 11~j, lr 3 1 have been investiga-
ted. The matrix elements of this matrix have been 
expanded over the set of Legendre polynomials 
P f. (cos e). Only the first term (f =0) gives the contribution 
(with a few per cent accuracy). Moreover, in the wide 
interval 0,25fm:=;_jr12 1,!r3 j ~ 3fm the matrix A-1 is the 
smooth function of the parameters r 

12 
,r 

3
. Therefore, 

in the calculation of the average value of expres
sion (~ over the wave function of the ground state, 
the matrix A - 1 has bee_!} ~ken out from the integrals 
at some middle points r 12 , r 3 . The remaining integ
rals which contain fast oscillating factors 71~ have 
been calculated analytically. With the functi6n thus 
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obtained <k I r 0 j k '> equation (3) has been solved for 
the S wave component at the negative energy of 
the system. The scattering lengths and the phase 
shifts. in the states with total isos pin T = 1/2 and 
T=3/2, have been computed. 

In these calculations the one term separable pa
te ntials, which reproduced the pion-nucleon S phase 
shifts (at energies 0::: E ::: 80 Mev) and the scattering 
lengths in the states with t rrN = 1/2 and 3/2 have 
been used*. 

The ground state wave function x(t12 • ?3 ) of the 
three-nucleon system has been chosen in the form 
proposed by lrving/8/. The parameters of this func
tion provide the experimental value of the mean 
square root radius of 3He nucleus. The spatial part 
of it is fully symmetric with respect to the permuta
tion of three particles. The results of our calcula
tions are presented in the Table and Figure. As 
one can see from the table for the rr- 3 He scattering, 
the strong cancellation of the pion-nuclear amplitude 
takes place though the amplitudes with the given 
total isospin are essentially different from zero. Here 
arises the situation opposite to the pion-deuteron 
scattering. Indeed, in the rrd scattering even the 
impulse approximation leads to the strong cancella
tion of t 17N = 1/2 and t 17N=3/2 amplitudes, and for the 
real part of the rr- d scattering length, one has 
a~-d = -0.009m-

17
1. The inclusion of the multiple scat

lmJl 
tenng effects in the framework of the Faddeev 

*In this paper the S-wave pion-nucleon poten
tial for the isospin t17N=1/2 is the same as in 77/, For 
the S -wave potential in t 17N = 3/2 state, we omit the 
exponent factor and change slightly its parameters. 
Due to this cha.nge we are able to perform all integ
rations in matrix A analytically, but the range of the 
reproduction of the phase-shift ha.s been narrowed 
to [0, 80 MeV]. 

• 
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Table 

j\ 3 = ·13. 77,t-m •3 )3.3 = 3.01.;5 fm -I 

Z12fm aj,Ne3flm} a}He(/m) 0/itlefJm} ach excr a;11e3(1m} a};t~(/m) a~-He{fm) ach e.fc;/.fm} 
• i3 .i'm 

if2: f aros3 -0.2101 0,00016 -attt87 alf35 -a2096 0,0058 -O.f523 

~=as 
if2 =2 ato~t3 -0.2173 -aa?289 ·0.!.516 
~=a8 
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equations/9/ increases these values to 0.05m~1 . On 
the contrary in the case of 17-

3He scattering the 
inclusion of the multiple scattering effects leads to 
considerable cancellation (see the table) in compari
son with the value a ~~P3He"' 0,1 fm calculated in 
the impulse approximation. 

At present there are no direct measurements 
of the 77 3He (triton) scattering length. The value of 
these quantities are usually extracted from the data 
on the shifts and widths of the corresponding 77 -me
sonic atoms/ 10/,The recent measurements' ll/ of the level 
shifts and widths in 17- 3He atom bring to the fol
lowing value a - 3H • 0,050+0,005+i(0,034+0.012)m-1. 

77 e - - 77 
This value should be compared with the correspond-
ing number presented in the table. The point is that 
this experimental value includes both the elastic 
multiple scattering of pions and the inelastic proces
ses, connected, for example, with the absorption and 
emission of pions in the intermediate states. 

Let us assume the Bruckner mechanism for the 
formation of the level shifts. Then for the measurable 
shift, we get the following expression I 12/ 

~E = ~E 
1 

+ 1.05 r . exp. e . exp. 
(9) 

Comparing the last expression with the experimental 
datalll/ we see that the "elastic" part of the 17- 3He 
scattering lengths comprise about 5 per- cent of the 
experimental value. Within the experimental errors 
it agrees with our calculations for the elastic part 
of the scattering length. As one can see from the 
table, this value is extremely sensitive both to the 
parameters of the 77N interaction and to the approxi
mations used in the calculation < k !r 0 fk '>. At the 
same time the 77 3 He (triton) amplitudes corresponding 
to the states with the given total isospin (1/2, 3/2) 
are not sensitive to these effects. 

To compare the calculated "+ 3 He scattering 
length with experiment we make use of the results 
of paper/13{In this article the level shifts and widths 
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of 77- s H atom are extracted on t..l--Je basis of the 
interpolation formula on A and Z of the existing data 
of other light nuclei. \Nith the help of the mentioned 
Bruckner procedure the authors extract the elastic 
part of th~ rr+ 3He scattering lengths which equals 
-0.226 fm. This value is also in good agreement 
with our calculation. From the aforesaid we conclude 
that at very low energy the "- 3 He amplitude is formed 
mainly due to the inelastic processes vvhile "+ SHe 
is mainly elastic. This qualitatively agrees with the 
pure "triton-like" ('I= 1/2) picture of the intermediate 
state. As one can see from the Figure, the phase 
shifts in the states 'I= 1/2 and 'I= 3/2 qualitatively 
has the same behaviour as the corresponding pion
nucleon ones. However, in the absolute value the 
S 1; 2 phase shift rr 

3 He is less than S l/2 of rrN 
whereas the S s/ 2 phase shift of rr sHe is larger 
than the corresponding pion-nucleon one. 

As has been mentioned above a rather simple 
wave function of sHe nucleus has been used in the 
calculation. Its parameter has been fixed to reproduce 
the mean square root of SHe. We have performed the 
supplementary calculations of the pion sHe scattering 
lengths and phase shifts by changing the value of 
the mean square root of the SHe -nucleus by a factor 
of 1.5. It happened that scattering lengths have not 
been changed significantly. This fact can demonstrate 
the reliability of the approximation (2) in the consi
dered energy range. 

For completeness we present the value of the 
charge exchange amplitude at zero energy (see 
the table). 
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